PROJECT: BOMAG IN CHINA

GENERAL

Project: Production site BOMAG China
Location: Fengxian/Shanghai, China
Year of construction: 2007
Product: KORODUR VS 0/5
Area: 10,000 m²
Builder owner: BOMAG China Construction Machinery Co. Ltd

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The German flagship company BOMAG is the world market leader in the field of compaction technology and the manufacturing of machines for the compaction of soils, asphalt and waste. BOMAG has 11 subsidiaries world-wide and focuses on investments in production sites in China.

Since 1996 BOMAG has been present in China with a license contract. Shortly afterwards, a joint-venture was entered with the Chinese company BOMA, with the aim to produce and market single drum and tandem drum rollers for the Asian market. In 2002 the subsidiary BOMAG China in Fengxian, South of Shanghai, was founded.

Like in the German production sites also in China BOMAG relies and builds on the world-wide proven quality and durability of KORODUR industrial floors. In the production site established in 2007, approx. 10,000 m² of KORODUR industrial floors were installed in professional quality. A local contractor installed KORODUR VS 0/5 as classic 10 mm hard aggregate topping layer.

KORODUR's many years of experience in the export business ensured a smooth logistic handling. After transportation way of more than 20,000 km the sea containers loaded with the KORODUR floor hardeners arrived as scheduled at the BOMAG job-site in China. A heavy-duty and extremely wear resistant KORODUR industrial floor in the long term always is the best and most economic solution.